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Alphacool NexXxoS GPX -
ATI R9 270X M07 - with

Backplate - Black

Special Price

$9.99 was

$93.95
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Short Description

With the new GPX NexXxoS coolers Alphacool is again one step ahead! Optimum performance and quality in
a, this new cooling concept for little money!

Description

With the new GPX NexXxoS coolers Alphacool is again one step ahead! Optimum performance and quality in
a, this new cooling concept for little money!

Function: A new sophisticated injection technology, the GPU is actively cooled. All other chips are sufficiently
cooled by the passive radiator in which the water cooler for the GPU is framed.

Phillips structure: As for the Alpha NexXxoS XP in 2004 patented Phillips technology in the base plate has
been further developed. The Finns and channel structure has been further refined. The remaining tiller are
0.5 x 0.5mm in size and 2.5mm high. This allows for very large and rapid heat transfer from the copper to the
cooling medium.

SLI operation: The inlet and outlet outward these coolers can be used without great effort in SLI mode. Up to
four graphics cards can also be connected to the Alphacool GPX SLI connector. (Available soon)

Backplate: now also belongs to the delivery always a backplate that again with small passive cooling fins cools
the graphics card, the graphics card gives a perfect impression while protecting.

Fins: The passive cooling via perfectly matched, almost 18mm deep cooling fins that cover the rest of the
graphics card completely. A slight airflow in the case of this cooler is according to conventional coolers in
nothing.
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Specifications

0

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-11234-D

Weight 1.5000

Color Black

Vga AMD R9 270X (Non Reference)

Block GPU Type AMD

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197112345

Special Price $9.99


